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Top of the building
These plants are
the most suitable
for extensive and
intensive green
roof applications

curt kipp

When rainstorms pound populated
areas, an unsavory brew of pollutants
washes off rooftops, pavement, and
other impervious surfaces, directly into
vulnerable waterways.
To combat this, local governments
worldwide are requiring and/or encouraging property owners to handle stormwater on site. The result is a steady
increase in the installation of living,
breathing rooftops.
All plants grown above grade slow
down and capture rain, but there is
a big difference between two distinct
types of roof applications. One type
functions more as a garden, and the
other functions more as a roof.
“Intensive” green roofs are basically
rooftop gardens built on top of parking
garages or buildings. They are “people”
places, and are expensive to install and
to maintain. They require deeper soil
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There are two main types of green
roofs — intensive green roofs, like
the rooftop terrace at the 909 Walnut
Street project in downtown Kansas
City, Mo. (top), and extensive green
roofs, such as this picnic shelter in
Wilsonville, Ore. (above). Intensive
green roofs function more as
gardens, and extensive ones function
more as roofs.

By Elizabeth Petersen

(more than 6 inches) and irrigation to
accommodate a wider range of garden
plants, including trees, shrubs, perennials, grasses, groundcovers, even fruits
and veggies.
When they are saturated, intensive
green roofs can weigh as much as 100
pounds per square foot, and they are
built for foot traffic. These rooftop spaces accomplish the goal of stormwater
mitigation, but they are more park-like
than they are roofing-like.
“Extensive” green roofs, also called
ecoroofs, are different — more like
roofing — and much less expensive.
Extensive roofs are living, breathing
carpets of tough plants, but they are
inaccessible to all but maintenance
crews. Low plants, mostly Sedum spp.,
grow in a thin layer of media (6 inches
or less) with little or no supplemental
water after the first couple years. This
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The Luisa building
in downtown
Portland,
Ore.,
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which features a lush, rooftop terrace, is part of
the Brewery Blocks redevelopment.

top of the building

type of roof weighs only an average of
13-30 pounds per square foot. It relies
on a narrow palette of plants selected
for their ability to tolerate the specific
climate in which they grow.
Looking at an example
In the South Waterfront district
in Portland, Ore., which borders the
Willamette River, it is mandated that at
least 60 percent of new rooftops must
be “green” — either intensive, extensive, or a combination of the two.
Steven Koch, principal of KLA
(Koch Landscape Architects) designed
both types of green roofs for a building
called Riva on the Park. The 22-story
building has a no-access extensive roof
on top of the building and a combined
“EcoTerrace” on the fifth floor. Part of
the EcoTerrace is an intensive garden

where residents can walk, sit and relax.
The other part is an extensive ecoroof,
where residents have no access.
The heavier, intensive garden areas
are located above the columns of a
parking garage; the columns help support the extra weight. Planters contain
Hollywood junipers (Juniperus chinensis,) Star magnolias (Magnolia stellata),
Indian hawthorne (Raphiolepis indica),
Tuscan Blue rosemary (Rosmarinus
officinalis), kinnikinnick (Arctostaphylos
uva-ursi), Artemisia vulgaris, ‘Elijah
Blue’ Festuca (Festuca glauca) and
Woods’ Rose (Rosa woodsii).
Between and around the deeper
beds, an extensive area is planted with
groundcover Sedum and Festuca idahoensis, which requires mowing just
once a year. This area has a thin profile,
with lightweight soil.

elizabeth petersen

Ballast in the form of river rock borders the low-profile areas and anchors
the system’s underlying structure – comprised of a waterproof membrane, a
protection mat, a drain mat and topsoil
— from possible damage by wind.
Incentives spur the industry
Portland is not alone in wanting to
encourage green roofs and ecoroofs.
They’re going up everywhere.
In fact, according to the non-profit
Green Roofs for Healthy Cities (GRHC),
the green roof industry grew by an
amazing 16.1 percent across North
America in 2009, despite the downturn
in the economy.Nonetheless, there’s
room for more growth.
“Green roofs still account for a very
small fraction of the market, and the
▲
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It may appear to be just a regular garden, but this intensive green roof actually rests atop a portion of
the fifth floor of the 22-story Riva on the Park builiding in downtown Portland. The garden includes a
variety of grasses, shrubs and small trees.
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from the

Pros
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It isn’t hard to get growers to talk about plants. The
tough part is getting them to narrow down their list
of favorites to just a handful. Here are some of the
varieties our sources recommended:

Dave Van Essen

Van Essen Nursery Company
Lebanon, Oregon
Buddleia × Flutterby
Petite™ Snow
White PPAF — A
dwarf Buddleia with
gracefully mounded,
arching branches and
long panicles of white
flowers. Part of a new
series of hybrid Nectar
Bush that comes in
a variety of colors
and sizes. This Ball
Ornamentals Exclusive
is ODA approved for Oregon sales, drought
and heat tolerant, and attracts hummingbirds
and butterflies.
Escallonia fradesi
‘Jamie’ Pink
Whisper ppaf — A
low groundcover,
evergreen with a
compact, spreading
habit. Dark green
foliage and dark
rose flowers in the
spring. Another Ball
Ornamentals exclusive
that is drought- and
heat-tolerant.
Hydrangea m.
‘Robert’ Let’s
Dance® Moonlight
pp#20020 — Part
of a new series
of reblooming
Hydrangeas from
Proven Winners Color
Choice. Large, vividly
colored mophead
flowers bloom on
both new and old
wood. Moonlight is a
strong grower with attractive foliage.

Grace Dinsdale

Blooming Nursery
Cornelius, Ore.
Sedum album
‘Athoum’ — This
hardy evergreen
groundcover
maintains its nubby,
textured good looks
throughout the
year. Sparking white
flowers adorn this
workhorse in summer. It benefits from periodic
shearing, but is otherwise troublefree and
drought tolerant. Plump, round, evergreen
leaves are much larger than the species and
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remain apple-green in winter. The leaves will
often turn slightly red in the heat of summer
when the white flowers appear. It’s wonderful
as a groundcover for sunny sites. Likes welldrained soil and tolerates dry or rocky soil.
Grows to 2-4 inches tall and 18-24 inches
wide. Full sun. Zones 4-11.
Sedum palmeri —
This is an exciting
plant due to it’s large
Aeonium -like texture
in a hardy sedum. It
exhibits lovely coarse
textrues blue foliage
on woody stems,
attaining a sprawling
height overall of
approximately 12-16”.
Cheerful buttery yellow
flowers late summer.
The waxy, succulent blue-green leaves form a
carpet that drapes over stones or walls. Yellow,
star-like flowers appear in late winter or early
spring. A great textural foliage plant! Full sun.
Zones 7-11. Hardy to 0-10 F.
Sedum album
‘Black Pearl’ — The
creeping bronzepurple succulent
evergreen foliage
holds its color well
into summer. White
umbel panicles appear
in summer. It can be
used in containers,
rock gardens, trailing
over rock walls or as a
groundcover. Growes
to 2-3 inches tall by 1-2 feet wide. Full sun.
Zones 4-11. Hardy to –20 to –30 F.
Sedum rupestre ‘Sea
Gold’ — Superficially
similar to Sedum
‘Angelina’, but
unpatented and with
way more orange and
red tones as well as a
more vigorous habit,
Sedum ‘Sea Gold’ has
won our hearts for
brilliant groundcover
sparkle. It’s a trailer,
achieving complete
coverage quickly and exhibiting more color
than many annual flowerss! Hardy to USDA
zone 3. Oh yes, and did I mention that it’s
evergreen? From late spring to late summer,
needle-like, evergreen foliage turns chartreuseyellow. In fall, the foliage has red tips and then
in winter turns primarily green. Bright gold
flowers appear in July. Grows to 1-3 inches
tall by 12–18 inches wide. Full sun. Zones 3-0.
Hardy to –30 F or even –40 F.

market potential remains enormous,”
said Steven W. Peck, founder and president of GRHC.
In an overall flat roofing industry
with more than 4 billion square feet of flat
roofs built or retrofitted each year, he said,
green roofs only account for an estimated
10 million square feet annually.
In Oregon, the City of Portland
Bureau of Environmental Services
encourages the use of vegetated roof
systems. Incentives from Portland’s
“Grey to Green” initiative pay up to $5
a square foot for new ecoroof projects
in the city. Residential, commercial,
industrial and mixed-use projects are all
eligible to apply.
“Acceptance of the environmental
benefits of ecoroofs has been strong
in Portland for the last 10-12 years,”
said Rick Christensen, landscape division manager for Teufel Nursery, Inc.
in Portland, Ore. “Buildings are being
successfully retrofitted all throughout the
Portland area.”
Early failures of ecoroofs resulted
primarily from use of the wrong media,
Christensen said. Some of the early
renditions used more traditional soil
mixes, which held too much water for
the extended wet season of the area.
The ideal media for an ecoroof, he said,
is free-draining, loose and granular, so
water can drain through freely.
According to Christensen, Teufel
Nursery has been involved in many successful green roof installations in the
Pacific Northwest, including shallow or
extensive green roofs on the Portland
Building, the Multnomah County
Building, and the Multnomah County
Library, where more than 17,000 4-inch
pots of sedum were planted on the roof.
Sedum is the plant of choice,
Christensen said. “There is a wonderful selection of sedum plants that grow
slowly and don’t stack up like some
other plants,” he said. “They will keep
on growing as long as soil is available.”
Sedums are so successful for
ecoroofs, because they are accustomed
to going dry. They don’t require con-
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Modular ecoroof technology
Green Living™ Technologies (GLT),
headquartered in Rochester, N.Y., offers
fully integrated, modular technology for
extensive ecoroofs and relies on local
labor to grow and install them. This fall,
a GLT roof was installed on top of the
Mead Building in downtown Portland.
For the project, Van Essen Nursery,
in Lebanon, Ore. grew 6,000 square feet
of Sedum in patented roof panels that
were designed and specified by GLT.
The pre-vegetated panels were installed
by Teufel.
Green Living Technologies has created vegetative green roofs and walls since
1999. GLT patented roof and wall panels
have been installed in over seven countries and were used for the third largest
green roof in Canada (68,000 square
feet) on the Sysco Foods building.
GLT CEO George Irwin was in
Portland supervising the installation of
the Mead Building roof and explained
the system. “All the key elements of a
green roof are in the one easy-to-install
modular system,” he said.
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stant moisture, and they adapt well to
wet winters and dry summers.
Supplemental water should only be
needed to get plants established and
after that, only periodically during ultradry conditions, he said. Maintenance by
Teufel Landscape may consist of several
visits for the first few years while bare
soil is exposed, but little after that.
Until recently, extensive roofs
have been planted primarily as plugs
or containerized plants, but now,
pre-grown mats are becoming more
popular, he said. Such mats are established before they are installed, so
the impact is instant.
Although initial costs are higher,
established mats have distinct advantages. Since they are done, the risk of
failure goes way down. There is little
or no potential for wind erosion, since
there is very little if any exposed soil,
he said.

The ONF is a nonprofit 503(c)3 corporation. Donations may be
tax-deductible; consult a qualified tax attorney or accountant.

NATIVE NURSERY LLC
-

Over 300 species grown from seed
Hard to find natives
Drought tolerant, high elevation
Quaking Aspen specialists
Highest Quality bareroot seedlings
Containers from 4”-25 gallon

‘Roots to grow on’
Phone: 541-757-6520
Fax: 541-738-2607
www.sevenoaksnativenursery.com

Specimen Trees
Flowering & Shade Trees
Specializing
in Quaking
Quaking Aspen
Aspen
Specializing in
& Wind-Breaking
Wind-Breaking Poplars.
Poplars.
&

2019 SW Park Lane
Culver, Oregon 97734
541-546-9081
www.mcpheetersturf.com

Wholesale Grower of Specimen
Japanese Maples and Narrow Conifers
For Landscape Focus Spots

503.663.5789
TheLaders@aol.com • Gresham, Oregon
Fax 503.828.9416
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The Gary Comer Youth Center in Chicago won a 2009 green roof design award in the institutional
facility category from Green Roofs for Healthy Cities. The human-oriented green roof provides the
center for at-risk youth with a safe and relaxing place to spend time. Skylights are integrated into the
rooftop garden.

It is an efficient, lightweight, green
roof system that weighs between 10
and 15 pounds per square foot, fully
saturated. A hydroblanket sandwiched
between two layers of recycled polyester separates the growing medium and
plant roots from the trays, shallow panels with divots that retain storm water.
The panels were planted in May
and installed in September. Some of
the plants were still filling in at installation, but large sections of Sedum
‘Gold Nugget’ were growing densely
in 2 ½-inch of proprietary blended
growing medium.
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LiveRoof/GreenFeathers
Another modular ecoroof system,
LiveRoof®, also has arrived in the
Portland market. It is a subsidiary of
Hortech, a grower based in Spring

Lake, Mich.
In 2007, Hortech approached
Blooming Nursery in Cornelius, Ore.,
about growing and distributing LiveRoof
modular panels. Since 2008, a new
business, GreenFeathers Living Roof
Plants and Systems, has been one of 20
growers nationally.
“Demand for plants that can be
used as roofing has driven the need to
reinvent an industry,” sales representative Bob Adams said. “People have been
designing intensive rooftop gardens for
decades, but they are expensive to install
and maintain. We needed to design solutions that are more practical.”
Nothing is a better teacher than
experience, and failures of early ecoroof
efforts brought renewed attempts to create optimum systems, including the best
media, the most successful plants and

methods of irrigation.
“Success is the number one goal,”
Adams said. Growing green roof plants
at the nursery allows for better control
and better results.
The LiveRoof system was
designed by horticulturists, not
roofers, Adams said, and it is the
only monolithic system available.
It combines the benefits of modular, plant-in-place, and carpet green
roof systems, so green roofs can be
installed quickly and easily, he said.
Best of all, the plants are fully established upon installation.
The LiveRoof modular system is
an effective, practical solution with
improved drainage and a way to assure
a seamless carpet of plants. Modules
have cut out moisture portals on each
side, but during the preliminary growing period at the nursery, temporary
“soil elevators” in each module allow
soil and plants to rise about one inch
higher than the edge.
After the virtually fully-vegetated
modules are installed on a roof, the
elevators are removed, and the plants
quickly knit together across the tops
of the modules, through the cut out
portals and across the entire installation. The result is a “beautiful, seamless, instantly mature green roof,”
Adams said.
This natural function permits the
sharing of water, nutrients and beneficial organisms across the entire green
roof strata, which minimizes hot, wet
and dry zones and makes plants healthier. The connected plants protect the
modules from the sun too, since there
are no exposed lips or edges.
“We use Sedum because they
work,” Adams said.
Other plants can be introduced as
accents. GreenFeathers has experimented with a variety of combinations and
promotes plants that are proven to perform well on extensive green roofs. The
mixes can produce a monochromatic
look, or they can produce colorful
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Arborvitae - Emerald green
4'-5', 5'-6', 6'-7', 7'-8', 8-10'
Virescens
4'-5', 5'-6', 6'-7', 7-8', 8-10'
Boxwood various sizes & varieties

Schurter
Nursery

Container and B & B

503-932-8006green
Arborvitae–Emerald
Virescens
Boxwood
Japanese Maples
Otto Luyken
Skip Laurel

503.390.8486
Email: CHNursery@aol.com

Various sizes & Varieties
503-932-8006

“Arborvitae”
“Arborvitae”
“Arborvitae”

Kaufman Nursery
4’-10’ grafted Blue Spruce
3’-8’ upright Jap Maple
24”-42” wpg Jap Maple
1 1/2”-4” cal. Shade Trees
4’-7’ Emerald Green Arbs
3’-6’ Schip Laurel
18”-36” Otto Luyken
18”-36” Boxwoods & more

Silverton OR 503-873-3501

Formerly known as ITS® Irrigation Systems

866-868-1238
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Blooming Nursery of Cornelius Ore. offers the LiveRoof modular green roof system through a related company, GreenFeathers Living Roof Plants and Systems.
The system offers an instantly mature green roof as its main benefit. Modules knit together seamlessly, with no exposed lips or edges.

foliage and flowers. Some of them,
which require only three or more
hours of sun, are intended for areas
with reduced sun exposure.
Drainage is essential to healthy
roofs, Adams said, so LiveRoof uses
an engineered medium with low
organic content. It provides sufficient
water-holding capacity for storm
water runoff and simultaneously provides ample drainage for plant health.
LiveRoof also employs drain channels
in the modules so excess water flows
below the module and eventually off
the roof. Modules can be custom cut
to create natural looking green roofs
with sweeping curves and full vegetation from parapet to parapet.
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GreenFeathers grew LiveRoof
modules for installation on the 10th
floor of the new parking garage at
Portland International Airport. The
roof was installed in November, 2009,
with a severe winter storm just one
month away.
Despite high winds, the installation was not harmed. Adams said that
the LiveRoof system can withstand
winds greater than 110 mph winds for
nearly two hours.
As developers and business owners around the world are designing,
building, and managing their properties in a way that reduces negative
impacts to air, water, and the earth,
the demand for ecoroofs and green

roof plants continues to rise. Even
small applications are becoming
popular.
In fact, Adams said that about 50
percent of the green roofs in Portland
are for residential application and the
average is only about 2,000 square
feet. Installations can include gazebos,
sheds, chicken coops, garages, sitting
areas and trash enclosures.
The only limit, it would seem, is
the imagination.
Elizabeth Petersen writes for gardeners
and garden businesses, coaches students and writers, and tends a one-acre
garden in West Linn, Ore. She can be
reached at gardenwrite@comcast.net.

Resources
Cities Alive 2010 Conference will
be held in Vancouver, BC, Nov.
30–Dec. 3. The convention will
host a wide variety of experts
with the latest in research, policy,
design, and product development
for green roofs, walls and other
forms of green infrastructure.
Visit www.citiesalive.org
City of Portland Bureau of
Environmental Services
www.portlandonline.com/bes/ecoroof
Green Roofs for Healthy Cities
www.greenroofs.org
KLA - Koch Landscape
Architecture
www.kochla.com
Green Living Technologies, LLC
(GLT)
www.agreenroof.com
www.greenroofs.com (Database to
search for local green roof professionals & contractors)
George Irwin, CEO of GLT, writes
for this website as the Green
Wall Editor

LiveRoof
www.liveroof.com
www.GreenFeathers.com

Your one-stop-shop for all your Chemical,
Fertilizer, Plastics and Horticultural Supply needs.
Myroslav Szkodyn

503-545-3097

George Mercure

503-519-7030

Kathleen O’Hallearn

503-572-2932

John Raz

503-329-3162

Doug McCullen

503-989-1907

28500 SE Orient Dr.
Gresham, OR

503.663.0164
www.cropproductionservices.com
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